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TYRE ANSWERS (Your answers will be displayed in a new window) Return to clauses exercise list in contrast although, though we can be used although/even if at the beginning or middle of a sentence followed by a clause (subject + verb). We never use a comma after although or events though.
Althoug/Even though we had a bad game, we won. We won, although/even if we had a bad game. however we use however to link two different phrases. We normally use however at the beginning of the second sentence after a full stop (.) or a semi-colon (;). However it is still followed by a comma. We
didn't like the hotel. However, we had a fantastic time. We went to the beach; however, the time was not perfect. We can also use however at the end of the sentence. We didn't like the hotel. We had a fantastic time, however. notwithstanding / in spite of and in spite of them normally followed by a noun or
a -verb. They can go to the beginning or middle of the sentence. Despite/despite the rain, we went to the concert. They arrived despite / in spite of quitting very early. We can use a clause (subject + verb) after notwithstanding / in spite of + the fact that. We came out despite / in spite of the fact that it was
raining. Classes of the Goal + Infinite the most common way to express the English reason is in + infinite. The student has worked hard to pass the exam. In order to / so as + infinite In order to or so as + infinitely are more common in formal English, mostly in writing. Negative shapes are in their own order
and so as not + infinite. We are being asked to stay in order to finish the project. He left home early so it wasn't overdue. Use a plastic hammer so like to avoid damage. They walked quietly so that they wouldn't wake up to the children. So that + clause We can also use that + subject + verb express
purpose. We normally use a modal verb and this connects, as could, would, etc. We left early to pack up near the mall. He did some flashcards so that it would be easier for his henry to remember the instructions. For + Noun We Can Also Use + Noun to Express Purposes. We went to the bar for a drink.
Would you like to go to the park for a run? We can use for + -ing verbs (instead of + infinite) to talk about the object of an object or action when we use the verb used or when we want it. This knife (used) for plastic cutting. Schools for education, not to entertain. in case + clauses For Express purpose, we
can also use in case + subject + verbs. We use this form to talk about caution, when we do something because something was not meant to happen. Take the umbrella in case it's raining. (= take the umbrella so that you won't get wet if it rains) I'm not going to say let's in case he tells everyone else. The
reason when we want to explain the reason why something happened or why someone did something, we use a reason that we are presented by a congestion (such as, since, because) or a noun sentence presented due, due, due, due, or on account. because we use because before a clause (subject +
verb). It can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence (at the end is most common). A comma is used when the clause of purpose is at the beginning of the sentence. We didn't go because it was heavy raining. Because the event was canceled, the deposits were lost. as/since we are used as and
since in a very similar way due. They are followed by topic + verbs and can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence. However, as and since they have more formal expressions, and more common in writing than English. The government asked people to stay inside/ as more rain forecast for the entire
weekend. As/Since roads were blocked, victims had to be rescued by helicopter. due to our use due to a noun. The concert was flagged because of heavy rain. Due to / owing to / on the account We can also use due to / owing to / on account of before one noun. They mean 'because of' but they are more
formal. The event was canceled due to/owing to/on account of lack of interest. I couldn't enjoy the meal due to/owing to/on the third constant chatting account. Result classes We use paragraphs of results to talk about the results of an action or situation. Page 2 clauses in contrast although, though we can
be used although/even if at the beginning or middle of a sentence followed by a clause (subject + verb). We never use a comma after although or events though. Althoug/Even though we had a bad game, we won. We won, although/even if we had a bad game. however we use however to link two different
phrases. We normally use however at the beginning of the second sentence after a full stop (.) or a semi-colon (;). However it is still followed by a comma. We didn't like the hotel. However, we had a fantastic time. We went to the beach; however, the time was not perfect. We can also use however at the
end of the sentence. We didn't like the hotel. We had a fantastic time, however. notwithstanding / in spite of and in spite of them normally followed by a noun or a -verb. They can go to the beginning or middle of the sentence. Despite/despite the rain, we went to the concert. They arrived despite / in spite of
quitting very early. We can use a clause (subject + verb) after notwithstanding / in spite of + the fact that. We came out despite / in spite of the fact that it was raining. Classes of the Goal + Infinite the most common way to express the English reason is in + infinite. The student has worked hard to pass the
exam. In order to / so as + infinite In order to or so as + infinitely are more common in formal English, mostly in writing. Negative shapes are in their own order and so as not + infinite. We are being asked to stay in order to finish the project. He left home early so it wasn't overdue. Use a plastic hammer so
like to avoid damage. They walked quietly so that they wouldn't wake up to the children. so that + We can also use that + topic + verb express purpose. We normally use a modal verb and this connects, as could, would, etc. We left early to pack up near the mall. He did some flashcards so that it would be
easier for his henry to remember the instructions. For + Noun We Can Also Use + Noun to Express Purposes. We went to the bar for a drink. Would you like to go to the park for a run? We can use for + -ing verbs (instead of + infinite) to talk about the object of an object or action when we use the verb used
or when we want it. This knife (used) for plastic cutting. Schools for education, not to entertain. in case + clauses For Express purpose, we can also use in case + subject + verbs. We use this form to talk about caution, when we do something because something was not meant to happen. Take the
umbrella in case it's raining. (= take the umbrella so that you won't get wet if it rains) I'm not going to say let's in case he tells everyone else. The reason when we want to explain the reason why something happened or why someone did something, we use a reason presented by a conjonction (as, since,
because) or a noun sentence presented by because, due to, due to, owwing, or on account of. because we use because before a clause (subject + verb). It can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence (at the end is most common). A comma is used when the clause of purpose is at the beginning of
the sentence. We didn't go because it was heavy raining. Because the event was canceled, the deposits were lost. as/since we are used as and since in a very similar way due. They are followed by topic + verbs and can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence. However, as and since they have
more formal expressions, and more common in writing than English. The government asked people to stay inside/ as more rain forecast for the entire weekend. As/Since roads were blocked, victims had to be rescued by helicopter. due to our use due to a noun. The concert was flagged because of heavy
rain. Due to / owing to / on the account We can also use due to / owing to / on account of before one noun. They mean 'because of' but they are more formal. The event was canceled due to/owing to/on account of lack of interest. I couldn't enjoy the meal due to/owing to/on the third constant chatting
account. Result classes We use paragraphs of results to talk about the results of an action or situation. Page 3 clauses in contrast although, though we can be used although/even if at the beginning or middle of a sentence followed by a clause (subject + verb). We never use a comma after although or
events though. Althoug/Even though we had a bad game, we won. We won, although/even if we had a bad game. however we use however to link two different phrases. We normally use however at the beginning of the second sentence after a full stop (.) or a semi-colon (;). However this is followed by a
comma. We didn't like the hotel. However, we had a fantastic time. We went to the beach; however, the time was not perfect. We can also use however at the end of the sentence. We didn't like the hotel. We had a fantastic time, however. notwithstanding / in spite of and in spite of them normally followed
by a noun or a -verb. They can go to the beginning or middle of the sentence. Despite/despite the rain, we went to the concert. They arrived despite / in spite of quitting very early. We can use a clause (subject + verb) after notwithstanding / in spite of + the fact that. We came out despite / in spite of the fact
that it was raining. Classes of the Goal + Infinite the most common way to express the English reason is in + infinite. The student has worked hard to pass the exam. In order to / so as + infinite In order to or so as + infinitely are more common in formal English, mostly in writing. Negative shapes are in their
own order and so as not + infinite. We are being asked to stay in order to finish the project. He left home early so it wasn't overdue. Use a plastic hammer so like to avoid damage. They walked quietly so that they wouldn't wake up to the children. So that + clause We can also use that + subject + verb
express purpose. We normally use a modal verb and this connects, as could, would, etc. We left early to pack up near the mall. He did some flashcards so that it would be easier for his henry to remember the instructions. For + Noun We Can Also Use + Noun to Express Purposes. We went to the bar for a
drink. Would you like to go to the park for a run? We can use for + -ing verbs (instead of + infinite) to talk about the object of an object or action when we use the verb used or when we want it. This knife (used) for plastic cutting. Schools for education, not to entertain. in case + clauses For Express purpose,
we can also use in case + subject + verbs. We use this form to talk about caution, when we do something because something was not meant to happen. Take the umbrella in case it's raining. (= take the umbrella so that you won't get wet if it rains) I'm not going to say let's in case he tells everyone else.
The reason when we want to explain the reason why something happened or why someone did something, we use a reason presented by a conjonction (as, since, because) or a noun sentence presented by because, due to, due to, owwing, or on account of. because we use because before a clause
(subject + verb). It can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence (at the end is most common). A comma is used when the clause of purpose is at the beginning of the sentence. We didn't go because it was heavy raining. Because the event was canceled, the deposits were lost. as/since we are used
as and since in a very similar way due. They are followed by topic + verbs and can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence. However, similar to since they are more formal and more common in writing than English. The government asked people to stay inside/ as more rain forecast for the entire
weekend. As/Since roads were blocked, victims had to be rescued by helicopter. due to our use due to a noun. The concert was flagged because of heavy rain. Due to / owing to / on the account We can also use due to / owing to / on account of before one noun. They mean 'because of' but they are more
formal. The event was canceled due to/owing to/on account of lack of interest. I couldn't enjoy the meal due to/owing to/on the third constant chatting account. Result classes We use paragraphs of results to talk about the results of an action or situation. Page 4 although as a result due to however in their
order so as so that therefore clauses in contrast although, though we can be used although/even if at the beginning or middle of a sentence followed by a clause (subject + verb). We never use a comma after although or events though. Althoug/Even though we had a bad game, we won. We won,
although/even if we had a bad game. however we use however to link two different phrases. We normally use however at the beginning of the second sentence after a full stop (.) or a semi-colon (;). However it is still followed by a comma. We didn't like the hotel. However, we had a fantastic time. We went
to the beach; however, the time was not perfect. We can also use however at the end of the sentence. We didn't like the hotel. We had a fantastic time, however. notwithstanding / in spite of and in spite of them normally followed by a noun or a -verb. They can go to the beginning or middle of the sentence.
Despite/despite the rain, we went to the concert. They arrived despite / in spite of quitting very early. We can use a clause (subject + verb) after notwithstanding / in spite of + the fact that. We came out despite / in spite of the fact that it was raining. Classes of the Goal + Infinite the most common way to
express the English reason is in + infinite. The student has worked hard to pass the exam. In order to / so as + infinite In order to or so as + infinitely are more common in formal English, mostly in writing. Negative shapes are in their own order and so as not + infinite. We are being asked to stay in order to
finish the project. He left home early so it wasn't overdue. Use a plastic hammer so like to avoid damage. They walked quietly so that they wouldn't wake up to the children. So that + clause We can also use that + subject + verb express purpose. We normally use a modal verb and this connects, as could,
would, etc. We left early to pack up near the mall. He did some flashcards so that it would be easier for his henry to remember the instructions. For + Noun We Can Also Use + Noun to Express Purposes. We went to the bar for a drink. Would you like to go to the park for a run? We can use for + -ing verbs
(instead of + infinite) to talk about an object or action when we use the verb used or when we mean it. This knife (used) for plastic cutting. Schools for education, not to entertain. in case + clauses For Express purpose, we can also use in case + subject + verbs. We use this form to talk about caution, when
we do something because something was not meant to happen. Take the umbrella in case it's raining. (= take the umbrella so that you won't get wet if it rains) I'm not going to say let's in case he tells everyone else. The reason when we want to explain the reason why something happened or why someone
did something, we use a reason presented by a conjonction (as, since, because) or a noun sentence presented by because, due to, due to, owwing, or on account of. because we use because before a clause (subject + verb). It can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence (at the end is most
common). A comma is used when the clause of purpose is at the beginning of the sentence. We didn't go because it was heavy raining. Because the event was canceled, the deposits were lost. as/since we are used as and since in a very similar way due. They are followed by topic + verbs and can be
used at the beginning or end of a sentence. However, as and since they have more formal expressions, and more common in writing than English. The government asked people to stay inside/ as more rain forecast for the entire weekend. As/Since roads were blocked, victims had to be rescued by
helicopter. due to our use due to a noun. The concert was flagged because of heavy rain. Due to / owing to / on the account We can also use due to / owing to / on account of before one noun. They mean 'because of' but they are more formal. The event was canceled due to/owing to/on account of lack of
interest. I couldn't enjoy the meal due to/owing to/on the third constant chatting account. Result classes We use paragraphs of results to talk about the results of an action or situation. Page 5 clauses in contrast although, though we can be used although/even if at the beginning or middle of a sentence
followed by a clause (subject + verb). We never use a comma after although or events though. Althoug/Even though we had a bad game, we won. We won, although/even if we had a bad game. however we use however to link two different phrases. We normally use however at the beginning of the
second sentence after a full stop (.) or a semi-colon (;). However it is still followed by a comma. We didn't like the hotel. However, we had a fantastic time. We went to the beach; however, the time was not perfect. We can also use however at the end of the sentence. We didn't like the hotel. We had a
fantastic time, however. notwithstanding / in spite of and in spite of them normally followed by a noun or a -verb. They can go to the beginning or middle of the sentence. Despite/despite the rain, we went to the concert. They arrived despite/despite very early. We can use a clause (subject + verb) after
notwithstanding / in spite of + the fact that. We came out despite / in spite of the fact that it was raining. Classes of the Goal + Infinite the most common way to express the English reason is in + infinite. The student has worked hard to pass the exam. In order to / so as + infinite In order to or so as +
infinitely are more common in formal English, mostly in writing. Negative shapes are in their own order and so as not + infinite. We are being asked to stay in order to finish the project. He left home early so it wasn't overdue. Use a plastic hammer so like to avoid damage. They walked quietly so that they
wouldn't wake up to the children. So that + clause We can also use that + subject + verb express purpose. We normally use a modal verb and this connects, as could, would, etc. We left early to pack up near the mall. He did some flashcards so that it would be easier for his henry to remember the
instructions. For + Noun We Can Also Use + Noun to Express Purposes. We went to the bar for a drink. Would you like to go to the park for a run? We can use for + -ing verbs (instead of + infinite) to talk about the object of an object or action when we use the verb used or when we want it. This knife
(used) for plastic cutting. Schools for education, not to entertain. in case + clauses For Express purpose, we can also use in case + subject + verbs. We use this form to talk about caution, when we do something because something was not meant to happen. Take the umbrella in case it's raining. (= take
the umbrella so that you won't get wet if it rains) I'm not going to say let's in case he tells everyone else. The reason when we want to explain the reason why something happened or why someone did something, we use a reason presented by a conjonction (as, since, because) or a noun sentence
presented by because, due to, due to, owwing, or on account of. because we use because before a clause (subject + verb). It can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence (at the end is most common). A comma is used when the clause of purpose is at the beginning of the sentence. We didn't go
because it was heavy raining. Because the event was canceled, the deposits were lost. as/since we are used as and since in a very similar way due. They are followed by topic + verbs and can be used at the beginning or end of a sentence. However, as and since they have more formal expressions, and
more common in writing than English. The government asked people to stay inside/ as more rain forecast for the entire weekend. As/Since roads were blocked, victims had to be rescued by helicopter. due to our use due to a noun. The concert was flagged because of heavy rain. Due to / owing to / on the
account We can also use due to / owing to / on account of before one noun. They mean 'because of' but they are more formal. The canceled event due to to/on account of lack of interest. I couldn't enjoy the meal due to/owing to/on the third constant chatting account. Result classes We use paragraphs of
results to talk about the results of an action or situation. Situation.
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